This article attempts to take up Wittgenstein's challenge "Not empiricism and yet realism " (1991:vi 23). Language deals with reality. But we are also aware of the importance of the context with its own rules for the use of language. In trying to do justice to both sides, theology and philosophy of religion have been going back and forth between realism and non-realism. Two recent appraisals of the Wittgensteinian approach in philosophy of religion by Labron and Burley suggest that there is a way to avoid this dynamic. After analysing Labron and Burley's suggestions and their own failures to live up to the task they set themselves, this article presents an interpretation of D.Z. Phillips's concept of 'ordinary realism' to help us to stay clear from the deadlock between realism and non-realism. Our different perspectives should be regarded as viewpoints within the same reality. Taken up in our many different and diverse language-games are our primitive dealings with reality. 
The way we talk about God depends upon where we were born, the people we have met, and other circumstances. Someone may come to embrace the Christian faith as an adult free agent and he may have made it truly his own through a deliberate and independent act. However, if he is born in Lusaka or Pretoria, we cannot escape the suspicion that it all would have been very different had he been born in Riyadh or Beijing. This post-modern awareness of the importance of the context with its particular language and rules has haunted philosophy of religion and theology in the twentieth century. The awareness of the relativity of our beliefs led to what came to be known as the linguistic turn, and to approaches such as non-realism: what we regard as true or false depends upon the rules that we quite arbitrarily adhere to.
After the linguistic turn, however, in the twenty-first century there seems to be a turn towards realism. This trend is visible in the 'ontological turn' in anthropology, and in the movement of 'new sincerity' in arts, but also in philosophy or religion and so-called 'theological realism ' . 1 The cogency of the argument for realism derives to a large extent from the desire to avoid the problems of non-realism, such as the incapability provide answers to challenges in our current globalized society. To avoid the relativism of post-modernity, philosophers and theologians alike turn towards realism. However understandable the desire to avoid relativism may be, this seems to gloss over and outright ignore the awareness of the relativity of our beliefs. People born in Lusaka generally look differently at the world from those born in Riyadh. Now, is realism the only alternative to non-realism?
In recent years two books exploring the Wittgensteinian approach in the philosophy of religion appeared, which suggest otherwise: Wittgenstein and Theology by the Canadian philosopher Tim Labron (2009) Burley (2012) . Both Labron and Burley use Wittgenstein's metaphor of the fly-bottle.
2 Philosophers often are like flies in a fly-bottle: their questions lead to other questions and to yet other questions, and once they are stuck with these they cannot find their way out of the myriad of questions that confront them. Regarding the debate mentioned above, it does not help to simply return to realism after the demise of non-realism. We should acknowledge both that our language is relative to the context in which we find ourselves, and that our language deals with reality. Wittgenstein emphasized that, rather than going back and forth between realism and non-realism, the only way out is to trace the way back, step by step. Wittgenstein (1991:vi 23) challenges us, saying: "Not empiricism and yet realism in philosophy, that is the hardest thing. " But how did so many philosophers of religion get trapped in the fly-bottle of realism and non-realism in the first place? The beginning of an answer we find in how Labron traces the history of our problem.
CHALCEDONIAN REALISM?
The temptation of realism originates according to Labron (2009:24-30) with the philosophical meditations of René Descartes. Descartes (1985 :114-115, quoted by Labron 2009 noticed that in philosophy after all those centuries "there is still no point in it which is not disputed and hence doubtful. " So, how can we ever be sure about a connection between our ideas and the external world? How can we be sure that our language is about reality? However, by phrasing the difficulty thus, already the important decisions have been made: "the problematic Cartesian separation between our ideas and the physical world" as Labron (2009:33) phrases it. It is assumed that language has meaning apart from the world, and that one can compare language and the world as two separate entities.
John Locke (1985 :104, quoted by Labron 2009 continues in the line of Descartes and argues that the world through empirical experiences makes impressions on our empty mind, which are subsequently expressed in language, stating: "There is nothing in the intellect that wasn't previously in the senses. " Our language is a representation of the world. This is philosophical realism. George Berkeley uses the same Cartesian framework the other way around and argues that our mind creates the world, that what we call 'the world' is in fact a projection of our mind and language. Labron (2009:41) summarizes: "Berkeley reduces matter to ideas since the so-called physical object is actually an idea. " This is philosophical idealism or nonrealism. However, both approaches, realism and non-realism, share the Cartesian assumption that we need to find a link between the separate entities of language and reality. Labron (2009:33-39) continues to describe how Ludwig Wittgenstein in his early philosophy was attracted to realism and wondered how our language mirrors reality. Later on he realized that in doing so he turned language into an empty shell. He realized that language does not have any meaning apart from the lives of people, however tempting it may be to investigate the connection between language and reality apart from those messy, concrete lives.
Having followed this philosophical trace, Labron (2009:65-79) draws an interesting parallel to discussions within theology. Here the tempting question is not how to connect language to reality, but how to connect our human imagination to the divine reality. Some theologians -Nestorians -opted for a solution similar to realism: God impresses himself on our empty imagination; others -Eutychianswent the other way arguing that all we assume to know about God in the end is just projection. At the Council of Chalcedon both Nestorians and Eutychians were declared to be heretic.
3 They had attempted to answer the wrong question. They should not have separated God and man in the first place. God and man are neither separable nor mixed, as is stated in the famous Christological dogma of Chalcedon. And, according to Labron (2009:68&115) , "Wittgenstein's philosophy is analogical [...] to Chalcedonian Christology, " both object to the quest for connections between respectively ideas and the external world, and the human and the divine. Labron (2009:95) summarizes: "the language-games mediate our contact with reality as Christ mediates our contact with God. " However, in religion a dogma may simply be announced, but in philosophical or theological reflection the work still needs to be done.
Labron attacks the frame of realism versus non-realism, but, in fact, by doing so he only reaffirms its hold. As George Lakoff (2004:3-5) famously showed in his Don't Think of an Elephant! once you get your opponent to attack your position in your terms, you have already won. By writing a book urging us to resist the debate between realism and non-realism -however noble this cause indeed is -Labron in fact makes it harder to resist it: even when you state that the concepts are confused, you confirm that they have meaning. Labron leaves us with the puzzle how to resist the entire frame of realism versus non-realism. Labron fails to provide an answer, and there are even indications that he himself -despite his own warnings -is separating language and reality.
When Labron (2009:63) hints at how he would account for the ordinary realism of the Wittgensteinian approach in the philosophy of religion, he states that: "the language-game of Christianity is tied directly to the language-games of death, birth, marriage, sin, etc. " This statement is problematic in two important ways: first, there is not one language-game of Christianity, but there are many different languagegames, which could be called 'Christian' . Wittgenstein did not intend that 'languagegame' would become a technical term -in fact, part of his reason to introduce it was to cut through our technical philosophical jargon. It is clear though that he did not intend it to be used for an entity as big and complex as Christianity. To talk about language-games makes sense when we can assume that they refer to limited, specific and to some extend separate uses of language with their own distinctive rules. So we should not talk about 'the Christian language-game' or 'the religious language-game' , but we should talk for example about the language-games of praying, vocation or reincarnation. 4 Second, religious language-games do not first of all relate to the language-games of death, birth etc., but to the reality of death, birth, etc. The way Labron is phrasing it suggests that there is a realm of language-games separate from reality. Our languagegames, however, are embedded in reality; they deal with reality, not just with other language-games. By his historical analysis Labron has shown us that to avoid the philosophical fly-bottle of going back and forth between realism and non-realism we need to avoid the Cartesian separation of language and reality altogether. By relating religious language-games only to other language-games, he failed this task himself. Before we investigate whether another approach is possible, let us look at Burley's analysis of the fly-bottle of realism and non-realism in which philosophers and theologians have trapped themselves.
LOGICALLY PRIOR TO REALISM?
Burley analyses both the works of Wittgenstein himself and D.Z. Phillips who most famously applied Wittgenstein's approach to philosophy of religion. Burley (2012:4) notes that many philosophers try to fit Wittgenstein and D.Z. Phillips into the debate between realism and non-realism within the philosophy of religion. Burley (2012:91) argues against "the strategy of framing Phillips' position as an instance of non-realism. " Wittgenstein and Phillips stress that we should pay attention to the actual ordinary use of language. Instead of discussing language in general, philosophers should contemplate how language plays a role in ordinary contexts. Burley (2012:7) states: "the sorts of questions around which Wittgensteinian investigations are oriented are logically prior to any question concerning the reality or unreality of the objects of religious beliefs. What both Wittgenstein and Phillips are chiefly interested in are the meanings of these beliefs. "
5 They investigate the meaning of language about God by analysing how the concept of 'God' is used in different contexts. Questions like 'Does God exist?' or 'Does a metaphysically real God exist?' are meaningless without their context in day-to-day lives in Lusaka or Riyadh or wherever you may find yourself. Therefore Wittgenstein and Phillips want "to examine how language is used within religious contexts" before they deal with the existence of God, says Burley (2012:86) . Wittgenstein and Phillips refuse to answer the question whether God really exists, and are therefore labelled automatically as non-realists.
Burley rightfully defends the Wittgensteinian approach against being framed in terms of the debate between realism and non-realism. However, by Burley's repeated claim that the philosophical investigations of Wittgenstein and Phillips are logically prior, he is suggesting that after listening to Wittgenstein and Phillips, we can in a meaningful way debate whether a metaphysically real God exists. Then we would be back within the frame of realism versus non-realism again, which Burley himself has urged us to avoid. Now, D.Z. Phillips himself often used the phrase "logically prior" as well, but in a slightly different way. Phillips (2001:294) for example stated that his inquiries were "logically prior to particular assertions of belief or non-belief. " Here Phillips is talking about assertions of belief and non-belief, that is: in ordinary every-day life -which is something completely different from philosophical realism and nonrealism. Contrary to what Burley is suggesting, Phillips holds that both philosophical realism and non-realism are confused and will never make sense even after countless Wittgensteinian investigations have taken place.
Burley discusses an example of an instance where according to him Phillips himself flies into the fly-bottle of realism and non-realism. Phillips points out some logical problems concerning the concept of 'reincarnation' . Burley notes that in our ordinary world many millions of people believe in reincarnation and they must have some criteria to deal with these logical problems. 6 Phillips, Burley argues, should concentrate on those practices rather than in the abstract pointing out philosophical problems with reincarnation.
However, Burley (2012:114) is making the same mistake here, that he -quite correctly -ascribes to Phillips, when he refers to " [c] ultures in which a belief in reincarnation is prevalent. " It is not the case that reincarnation does not exist, but neither is it the case that those many millions of people Burley refers to, believe that reincarnation does exist. These millions of people do not hold a belief in reincarnation, they live in a world with reincarnation -and that is something different. Look for example at the Bollywood-movie Agneepath in which a son is searching for the approval by his mother for all his life.
7 Just before his death his mother tells him: "I will ask the Lord to be your mother again in the next life. " These two people live in a world with reincarnation.
8 Both Labron and Burley convincingly argue that all language is dependent upon the lives of the people speaking that language. Statements are not true or false independent of these lives, as philosophical realists presuppose. We need to avoid questions such as whether God or reincarnation exist, but investigate what people mean when they use these concepts. On the other hand, in their language people deal with an external reality, contra the ideas of non-realists. Avoiding the Cartesian separation of language and reality does not imply doing away with reality, on the contrary: in our religious language-games we are dealing with reality. How can we avoid going back and forth between realism and non-realism, recognizing both our awareness of the importance of the context with its own language and rules, and the fact that in our language we are dealing with reality? Labron and Burley point in the right direction, but fail to come up with an answer. Taking our lead from D.Z. Phillips's idea of 'ordinary realism' , however, we will argue that a way out of the flybottle of realism and non-realism is possible.
VIEWPOINTS IN THE SAME REALITY
Many of his colleagues reckon that D.Z. Phillips "never quite succeeds in being a realist", as philosopher Andrew Moore (2003:91) puts it. 9 On the other hand Phillips (2000b:36) explicitly denies being a non-realist: "I am not propounding any form of non-realism. " He (1999:76) holds that "[t]he real need, however, is to cut through the realism/nonrealism debate. We need to appreciate that our philosophical choice is not between realism and a mere plumping for some perspective. "
10 And then, according to Phillips (2000b:36) , "[a]fter their demise, we simply have ordinary realism. " Now, can we make sense of Phillips's claim to 'ordinary realism' in philosophy of religion, and is this a viable alternative to both non-realism and realism in philosophy and theology?
I take my lead here from what Phillips (2001:322) wrote referring to an article by Winch: "I take Winch's point that moral differences, where the conceptual gap between them is great, are not perspectives on a common reality. I think it is rather 8 Although I personally would not say something like this, I think I can understand it.
I can admire this statement, and I think I take mother and son serious in doing sowithout answering the question whether reincarnation does or does not exist in reality. different if one says they are viewpoints in the same reality, by which I mean that they cut across and impinge on each other in countless ways in the hubbub of voices in our own and other cultures. " This interpretation of language-games differs from that of other interpreters of Wittgenstein, who regard language-games as presupposing a picture of reality -either conventional or realistic. 11 Phillips holds that languagegames express viewpoints within one and the same real reality, shared by all speakers of language, religious and non-religious. Language-games are not based on particular descriptions of reality, but are viewpoints within a given reality. Taking this point of departure, which was never further elaborated by Phillips himself, I will now attempt to show how this may provide a perspective that avoids the problematic dynamic of realism and non-realism that Labron and Burley detected.
There are many different language-games; someone who is born in Lusaka learns to participate in different language-games than someone who is born in Riyadh. The language-games themselves are not true or false; rather, the rules of the languagegame determine what we call true and false. It is our human agreement that determines when something should be called true and when false. However, truth can still correspond to what we usually think of as making it correct to say 'is true' of a statement, that is: the statement corresponds to the way things are in reality. Recognizing the importance of language-games, rules and human agreement does not exclude that. To show this, let me first use actual games as example.
In soccer there are rules for when something is really a goal: the ball should be pushed over the line of the goal, not by hand, not from an offside position, etc. Humans have agreed that those are the rules. This does not mean that it is human agreement that decides whether team A or team B has scored a goal. Humans have agreed on the rules, but the ball should be across the line in reality. Whether it is or not, is something we check in the world, not something we decide upon. In the rules that humans have agreed upon it is determined which aspect of reality is relevant in this respect. When we play indoor soccer, a basketball ring may be above the playing field. Accidently the ball may go through this ring. In soccer this is irrelevant. In basketball you would look closely to see whether or not the ball really went through the ring, in a game of soccer that does not matter. Everyone may agree that the football really did go through the ring, but that is irrelevant. Human agreement made up the rules for what is truly a goal in soccer, but that does not mean that 11 See Ellenbogen (2003) Just like in ordinary games, in language-games the rules of the language-games are made up by human beings, but in these rules we refer to reality. In the rules of the language-game it is decided which part of reality is relevant to us and in what way.
For someone who considers a dangerous journey, it may be important whether or not a chicken that has been administered a sacramental poison survives. 12 I would be able to see whether the chicken really does or does not survive, but to me that would not be relevant. To this man who participates in the language-game of consulting an oracle, it is. For me the survival of the chicken would be just like the ball going through the basketball ring during indoor soccer: it really happened, but it does not matter.
Human agreement in our different language-games settled the rules for what in reality is important. This may be something very different from one language-game to the next, just like the rules for what is really a goal differ from soccer to basketball. This does not mean that all these language-games are isolated islands. They do bear on each other. And we may gain insights from people who play different languagegames than we do. For me it would be hard to see how the chicken's survival was relevant, but perhaps in this man's practice the hazard of our personal decisions is better accounted for than in my own. Looking at the language-games of others may enrich our understanding of the world we share.
Our language-games determine how we live within reality, what aspects of reality are important to us. This is not denying the existence of truth in the sense of 'that what is in accordance with reality. ' Understanding our language-games with 'believe' would imply finding out the rules for what is important in reality within these language-games. This interpretation of language-games avoids the Cartesian separation of language and reality, without doing away with reality: in our languagegames we are dealing with reality. The language-game determines which aspect of reality is important, where we bump into reality. Now, do we bump into reality in our religious language-games as well? This seems be a slightly different case.
BUMPING INTO REALITY
What do we look for in reality when we are participating in religious languagegames? Where might we bump into reality in religion? Let us take three students who try to convince their churches of their vocation to become a minister: one tells 12 Example adapted from Evans-Pritchard (1937). the committee that he wanted to study law, but when he was turned down by law school again and again, he realized that God was telling him to follow this different path; the second one had been told by people that he should become a minister for many years now; and the third had always felt such a strong inner conviction that he should become a minister that he could not be swayed by anyone not to go on this path. Three very different stories, but all of these students have been contemplating 'outside' confirmation, they have bumped into reality: either by being rejected at law school, by what people were telling, or by the conviction that the third one found in his own heart. The way you bump into reality and the way you look for 'outside' confirmation may be different in religion from what it is in the empirical sciences, but this does not mean that it is not there. Being able to bump into reality is just as much part of the concept of 'reality' in religion as it is of the concept of 'reality' in many other areas. Now imagine that you know you can say 'I am called' according to the rules of the language-game in which you participate, but you still do not know whether you should actually say that you are called. Is there somewhere in reality where you can look? In a way there is, in a way there is not. Let me illustrate this by using an example from outside religion.
Imagine someone asks you to forgive him. You consider the possibilities. You are aware that you can say you forgive him, or you can say that he has hurt you too much so at the moment you cannot forgive him. Both statements would be regarded as perfectly normal. They both fit the circumstances; they both fit your personality. Now, what do you say? Whatever you say will from then on be part of who you are. It is both a discovery about what kind of person you are, and a decision about what kind of person you want to be. I think it makes sense to say that you often feel what you must say, whether you can forgive him or not.
But this is not the end of it. Suppose you say that you forgive him, because you feel that way and you genuinely intend to forgive him. Nonetheless, later on you discover that you cannot treat him as you did before the whole affair. You don't want to, but you see him differently. In many language-games with the concept forgiveness, however, you should not do this. You have only really forgiven someone if the way you treat him is no longer related to the hurtful event. You knew this, you were aware of this part of the rules of this language-game. You thought and you felt that you could forgive him, but apparently you cannot. In the rules of the languagegame it is determined that for forgiveness to be real, you must look at the way you treat someone afterwards. You felt you could and should forgive, but later on you found out that you could not. The rules of the language-game tell you what part of reality is relevant. You knew where to look, and your initial feeling that you could forgive was kind of an educated guess, but the future -the future reality -showed something else.
In this example we see the important difference between knowing what could be said meaningfully in a specific situation, and knowing what you should say there and then, the difference between knowing what could be true and saying what is true to yourself, hoping and anticipating that it is the truth.
13 You knew the criteria of the language-game in which you were involved. You chose what you genuinely thought was true, but later on reality showed you were wrong. You bumped into reality.
RELIGIOUS LANGUAGE-GAMES AND REALITY
Now, on this account of language-games and reality, what do our language-games show about reality? As said in the example of reincarnation above, our languagegame with reincarnation shows that reality is such that the concept of reincarnation is usable, and actually being used. Does this give us any factual knowledge about the world? No, our language games are not making factual statements about the world, but are part of our living in the world. Our language-games are not based on statements about the world. The agreement of which our language-games are an expression is not an agreement in opinions, but in form of life, as Wittgenstein (1958:241) put it. Elsewhere Wittgenstein (1972:204) states that our acting lies at the bottom of our language-games.
Taking our lead from Phillips's statement that our language-games express viewpoints in the same reality, gives a new meaning to his earlier remarks on our initial reactions to the world which he calls 'primitive reactions' -using a term borrowed from Wittgenstein. Our primitive reactions are taken up in our languagegames. For example in his article 'On Really Believing ' Phillips (1993:39) This can be done in many different ways. Take the example of colours: in our language-games we distinguish between blue and black, whereas the ancient Greeks did not bother to do so. They will have reacted differently to the colour of the day sky and the night sky, but these different reactions did not result in different concepts.
The other way around, we use a single concept of 'romantic love' to cover as different aspects as sexual attraction, producing offspring and being soul mates, whereas for the ancient Greeks these three were completely separate. To philosophically elucidate a language game we need to uncover which primitive reactions are taken up into it.
14 As Phillips (1993:86) states: "The concepts are themselves rooted in these common reactions and responses. "
Of course the way in which a philosopher describes primitive reaction, betrays the philosopher's own language-games in which these primitive reactions are taken up. As long as we are willing to acknowledge that, it does not matter, since the goal is no longer disinterested description, but understanding. Unlike in the Kantian transcendental method where a philosopher tries to infer from our current experience what the world must be like, the Wittgensteinian philosopher tries to infer which primitive reactions, which of our primitive dealings in reality are taken up in our language-games. The interest in primitive reactions is not because they would be foundational to our language-games, but because they may elucidate their sense to reach understanding. As Cora Diamond (2005:108) says about examining simpler language-games: "Wittgenstein's methodology often involves the examining of language-games simpler than ours, not because they reveal an essence, but because they can help us to avoid the moves that lead us into philosophical difficulties when we think about our own modes of thought. " (2013) . Where would we look in the lives of primates to see whether they display for example primitive reactions that are taken up in our language-game of vocation? As philosophers of religion we would not be as interested in the actual outcome of this research, as we are in imagining the shape such a research would take. We would not be investigating primitive reactions to find the foundations of our language-14 As I mentioned in footnote 8 above I can understand the mother using the language-game of reincarnation in the above mentioned movie Agneepath as far as I recognize the primitive reactions that are taken up into it, in this case for example the maternal love and the need to express this on a scale beyond this life.
games, but to contemplate and elucidate the nature of our language-games by asking ourselves what aspects in primates would interest us to see for example something taken up in our language-game of vocation. Such questions may help to find a way in which the sciences, philosophy of religion and theology together can form an epistemic community attempting to understand the one reality in which we live, despite all our different viewpoints within that reality. 15 This would provide a way to avoid questions such as whether God or reincarnation exist that Burley showed to be meaningless, and to investigate what people mean when they use these concepts.
CONCLUSION
Trying to do justice to either our awareness of the importance of the context with its own language and rules, or the fact that in our language we are dealing with reality, philosophies of religion and theology have been going back and forth between realism and non-realism. Labron and Burley have suggested that the Wittgensteinian approach may provide a way out of this metaphorical fly-bottle. Avoiding their failures to live up to this challenge I presented an interpretation of D.Z. Phillips's concept of ordinary realism that can help us to stay clear from the deadlock between realism and non-realism. Our different perspectives are viewpoints in the same reality. In the way I interpreted this suggestion it allows us to acknowledge both that our language is relative to the context in which we find ourselves, and that our language deals with reality. We can elucidate these different and diverse dealings with reality by investigating our primitive reactions or primitive dealings with reality, which are taken up, into our language-games. Scott and Moore (1997:418) conclude their assessment of Phillips's work by quoting Wittgenstein (1991:vi 23) saying "Not empiricism and yet realism in philosophy, that is the hardest thing", adding that: "It is a thing that awaits adequate treatment by Wittgensteinians in the philosophy of religion. " I hope to have done so in this article. 
